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and Pixelated Detector Crystals
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Abstract—To expand the availability of SPECT for biomedical
research, we developed a SPECT imaging system on an existing
animal PET detector by adding a slit-slat collimator. As the
detector crystals are pixelated, the relative slat-to-crystal position
(SCP) in the axial direction affects the photon flux distribution
onto the crystals. The accurate knowledge of SCP is important
to the axial resolution and sensitivity of the system. This work
presents a method for optimizing SCP in system design and for
determining SCP in system geometrical calibration. The optimiza-
tion was achieved by finding the SCP that provides higher spatial
resolution in terms of average-root-mean-square width
of the axial point spread function (PSF) without loss of sensitivity.
The calibration was based on the least-square-error method that
minimizes the difference between the measured and modeled
axial point spread projections. The uniqueness and accuracy of
the calibration results were validated through a singular value
decomposition (SVD) based approach. Both the optimization and
calibration techniques were evaluated with Monte Carlo (MC)
simulated data. We showed that the was improved about
15% with the optimal SCP as compared to the least-optimal SCP,
and system sensitivity was not affected by SCP. The SCP error
achieved by the proposed calibration method was less than 0.04
mm. The calibrated SCP value was used in MC simulation to
generate the system matrix which was used for image reconstruc-
tion. The images of simulated phantoms showed the expected
resolution performance and were artifact free. We conclude that
the proposed optimization and calibration method is effective for
the slit-slat collimator based SPECT systems.

Index Terms—Geometrical calibration, optimization, septa-to-
crystal position, slit-slat collimator, SPECT.

I. INTRODUCTION

S MALL animal SPECT is an essential tool for preclinical
biomedical research [1]. To expand the availability of

SPECT for biomedical research, we worked on developing
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SPECT imaging capability by adding a collimator to an ex-
isting animal PET scanner. The benefits of this endeavor
include lower overall cost for a PET/SPECT dual function
system and potential PET/SPECT dual tracer applications. To
achieve optimal performance in resolution and sensitivity on
a SPECT system, it is critical that the system’s geometrical
parameters [2]–[5] used for image generation are accurate.
Erroneous values would introduce artifacts and resolution loss
[6], [7].
Slit-slat collimator [8]–[10] has the useful features of both

pinhole and parallel hole collimators. It offers magnification
in transaxial planes, large field-of-view (FOV) in the axial di-
rection, and simple rotation scan protocol for distortion-free
volume imaging. The animal SPECT system in this study used
a slit-slat collimator inside the gantry of an animal PET scanner
[11].
In this study, the slit-slat collimator consisted of a tungsten

cylinder grooved with knife-edged slit-openings and multiple
annular shaped slats stacked over the cylinder’s axial axis. The
detectors of the PET scanner, like other PET systems, were com-
posed of pixelated crystals. This particular collimator-detector
setup is defined by a set of geometrical parameters, namely
slit-aperture position (SAP), slat-to-crystal position (SCP), slat
obliqueness and center-of-rotation (COR). COR is to account
for the fact that a partial or complete rotation of the subject may
be involved in tomographic imaging on the SPECT [12].
The transaxial and axial resolution are determined by the slit

and slat components, respectively. Most of the geometry param-
eters can be optimized based on thewell-established pinhole and
parallel hole theory for conventional Anger logic detectors [13].
But due to the combination of slat and pixelated detector crys-
tals, the SCP is a new factor on system response with respect to
those for conventional continuous detectors. We first observed
the impact of SCP in one of our previous studies [14]. With a
fixed setup of the slit-slat collimator, the full width at half max-
imum (FWHM) of axial point spread function (PSF) showed a
periodical variation pattern. This pattern does not exist on con-
ventional continuous detectors. To accurately model the system
response and therefore improve the reconstructed image quality
in axial direction, we need to develop a method to optimize and
determine the SCP for the SPECT system with slat insert. This
has not been reported in the published literatures. As the SCP
mainly changes the PSF in axial direction and has negligible
effect on transaxial performance, only the dependency of axial
resolution on SCP has been investigated in this study.
In this work, we first studied the impact of SCP on overall

system axial resolution. This is most relevant for identifying
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Fig. 1. The setup of having a slit-slat collimator insert inside an animal PET
scanner for SPECT imaging is illustrated in the diagram. Only three slats are
shown for clarity.

an optimized configuration at the system design stage. Then we
present a calibration method to determine the accurate value of
SCP after the slit-slat collimator was placed inside the detector
gantry for SPECT imaging.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Animal PET Scanner and the Slit-Slat Collimator

The animal PET scanner used in this study was a microPET
Focus-120 system (Siemens Preclinical Solutions, Knoxville,
TN). It consisted of 4 detector rings with a 14.7 cm diameter
and 7.6 cm axial extent [15]. Each detector ring had 24 detector
blocks. Each block consisted of a 12 12 array of Lutetium
Oxyorthosilicate (LSO) crystals and each crystal had a size of

.
Fig. 1 shows a PET detector ring with a slit-slat collimator

placed inside. The slit-slat collimator consisted of a slit-cylinder
(cylinder grooved with slits) and annular shaped plates (slats).
Both the cylinder and the slats were made of tungsten. Eight
slit-apertures were uniformly grooved on the cylinder along the
cylinder’s axial direction. There were a total of 97 slats cov-
ering an axial field-of-view of 76 mm (only 3 slats are shown
in the figure), and a transaxial FOV of 50 mm diameter. The
wall thickness of the slit cylinder was 2.5 mm. The thickness
of the slat was 0.2 mm. Spacers with 0.6 mm thickness and
same annular shape were placed between the neighboring slats.
The spacer material is Rohacell (EVONIK Inc., USA), which
has a density of 0.052 and compressive strength of
0.9 MPa. The slit-apertures’ open-angle was 85 degrees and the
slit-opening width was 0.6 mm. The inner and outer diame-
ters of the slat were 84 and 132 mm, respectively. The centers
of the slat were aligned to the axial axis of the slit-cylinder and
the animal PET detector ring.
In this study, imaging objects were rotated for tomographic

imaging. We are aware that this is undesired for in vivo studies
and have explored alternative approaches [12]. The validity of
the optimization and calibration method investigated should not
be affected by the tomographic scheme used.

B. Axial PSF With Pixelated Detector Crystals

The analytical PSF model for conventional SPECT system
with continuous detectors, with the consideration of geometric
response, photon penetration path in detector crystal, and

scatter effect of collimator, has been studied by several groups
[16]–[20]. However, it is not straightforward to extend the
existing analytical model to a SPECT system with pixelated
detectors. In this study, we calculated the axial PSF based on
geometrical solid angle only. The other factors, such as the
detector efficiency of the pixelated crystals were assumed to be
secondary and neglectable.
Fig. 2(A) shows the photon flux emitted by a point source at

position that reaches the detector through the opening formed
by gap between the slat-gap and a slit-aperture. The
slat-gap is between the and slat. The descriptions
of all the variables illustrated in Fig. 2 and used in the following
derivations are shown in Table I.
The photon exposure area on the crystal corresponds

to the solid angle subtended at . The number of photons
collected by the crystal is

(1)

where, is the axial PSF model for the slit-slat SPECT with
pixelated detector crystals. Assuming the projection area is
a parallelogram, is the surface integral over the area ,
[See equation (2) at bottom of next page] where,
and are the starting and ending out-of-plane angle of
the exposure area to the point . The corresponding exposure
points of and on the crystals are
and , as shown in Fig. 2(C). Equation (2) is exact if
is located on the -axis. It is an approximation if is off the
line passing SAP and .
The in-plane angle of is

(3)

So

(4)

where

(5)

and .

C. SCP Impact on PSF Width

Usually when there are three or more sampling points above
the PSF’s half-maximum level, FWHM is used as the width
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the slit-slat collimator and the variables used for derivation of the axial PSF model. (A) Overall view of a point source at projects to an
area of crystals on the detector ring. (B) The transaxial section view passing point . (C) The axial sectional view passing . is the reference frame
(Cartesian coordinate) of the imaging system, and the origin is the center of field of view (CFOV).

measure of the PSF and can be obtained by a Gaussian fitting
with acceptable accuracy. Due to the system’s high resolution
design of 1.5 mm FWHM and relatively large size (1.6 mm) of
the pixilated detector crystals, 95% of the PSFs had less than two
sampling points (i.e. two crystals) above the PSF’s half-max-
imum level. So instead of using FWHM, the root mean square
(RMS) width was chosen for measuring the axial PSF spread
width [21]. For a point source at ,

(6)
where is the centroid of the PSF, is the start crystal index
of the PSF, is crystal index, and is the total number of
crystals that the PSF spreads over in the axial direction. For the

current design, was chosen, i.e. all the PSFs spread over
less than 9 crystals. is calculated by

(7)

To assess the impact of SCP, the average RMS width
was calculated as the overall measure of spatial resolution,

(8)

where denotes the uniformly distributed point source po-
sitions over an axial symmetric cycle and is the total
number of sample positions evaluated. In the SPECT system

(2)
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TABLE I
THE DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLES ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 2

studied, the slat and pixelated crystals were uniformly dis-
tributed over the axial direction with a cycle of 0.8 mm and 1.6
mm, respectively. Therefore, the relative position of the slat to
the most adjacent crystal would repeat in a cycle of 1.6 mm.

D. Optimization of SCP

To search for the SCP that optimizes axial resolution and sen-
sitivity, the collimator-insert was shifted over a series of SCP
positions in the axial direction. The range of SCP was from
0.00 mm to 0.80 mm and the step size was 0.04 mm. At each
SCP, and average sensitivity were calculated from 32
point source positions uniformly sampled over a 3.2 mm range
(two cycles) along the central axis of the detector ring. This
evaluation was performed with both analytical calculation (Sec-
tion II-B) and Monte Carlo simulated data.

E. PSF-Based SCP Calibration

We found that the centroid of PSF was insensitive to SCP
variations and not suitable for SCP calibration. So we developed
a SCP calibration technique that uses the full shape of PSF. The
implementation of this technique is as follows.
A series of projections are obtained by scanning a point

source in axial direction starting from the position . SCP, i.e.
, is estimated by minimizing the least-square cost function

(9)

TABLE II
THE KNOWN PARAMETERS’ VALUE AND ERROR RANGE

where is the parameter set to be estimated,
is the total number of projections, is the

projection index, is the start crystal index of the axial
PSF (axial PSF in the projection), and and are the
predicted and measured counts of the crystal in the axial
PSF. The point source activity and the initial position
are included in as they vary for every measurement. Other pa-
rameters that have known values from manufacture or measure-
ments are not included in . Table II show these known param-
eters and their error ranges. Here the inaccuracies are from the
fabricating process and relatively small to be neglected for the
axial PSF shape. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used
to solve for .

F. SVD Analysis: The Uniqueness and Accuracy of the
Calibration Method

To validate the uniqueness and accuracy of the SCP calibra-
tion method, a SVD-based method [4] was used. The method
applies SVD to the Jacobian matrix of the cost function in
(9),

(10)

where, is the number of parameters to be estimated,
and are the left-singular and right-

singular vectors respectively, and are the
singular values. The uniqueness of the calibration was identified
by assessing the non-singularity of the Jacobian matrix, i.e., the
calibration is unique if all the singular values are not zero. The
calibration accuracy, , was quantified by analyzing the SVD
components,

(11)

where , are the measurement variance of counts
in crystals. Here, the is considered as the square root of the
measured counts, i.e., .
For the SVD analysis of the uniqueness and accuracy, 120

parameter sets of were obtained by permutations of
and , to 1.4 mm with a step size of

0.1 mm, and to 0.7 mm with a step size of 0.1
mm. The other parameters used are shown in Table II. For each
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Fig. 3. The cross sectional view of an axial resolution phantom. The hot discs
(in gray) were filled with solution. The gaps between hot discs were left
empty. The thicknesses of both the discs and the gaps are for each phantom.
Four phantoms, with , 1.2, 1.4 and 1.6 mm, were studied.

, the SVD components , and of were calculated by
using (10), (11).

G. SCP Calibration With MC Simulated Data

A total of 162 MC simulation studies, each corresponds to
a geometrical setting, were performed to study the proposed
SCP calibration method. The parameter settings were obtained
from permutations of ;

, , 0.60, 0.62 mm,
, 0.20, 0.22 mm, and , 0.4 mm. The 3 op-

tions of each parameter were derived from Table II: the lower
end of error range, the ideal value, and the higher end of error
range. The point source activity was assumed to be known
from dose calibrator measurement with an error range of 5%.
Other parameters in the parameter sets used in the simulation
are the ideal values shown in Table II. For each parameter set,
32 projections of a point source were generated with the
GATE MC simulation package [22]. Here the choice of 32 pro-
jections was based on our previous study on calibration accu-
racy and projection numbers [4]. Other parameters used were

, .
For each simulated study, SCP was determined by solving the

(9) with the 32 simulated projections.

H. SCP Impacts on Phantom Images

To demonstrate the effect of SCP position and the calibration
accuracy of SCP on the axial imaging resolution, a series of
phantoms with axial structural patterns were simulated. Each
phantom consisted of interleaved hot and cold discs with the
same thicknesses and separation , as shown in Fig. 3. A total of
4 phantoms were simulated with disc thickness incrementing
from 1.0 to 1.6 mm with a step size of 0.2 mm. The hot discs of
the phantoms were source with activity concentration of
5.43 . Each phantom was scanned at 120 rotational
steps and 3 degree per step. To average out the axial resolution
non-uniformity, the phantom was also moved 0.04 mm in axial
direction after every 3 steps. An OSEM iterative reconstruction
program with 8 subsets and 10 iterations was used for the image
reconstruction. The image voxel size was

.

Fig. 4. The RMS width of an axial PSF varies as the point’s axial location
changes. The patterns of variation and discrepancy between analytical and MC
results are different for (top) and for
(bottom).

To assess the impact of SCP optimization, studies of the phan-
toms described above were simulated with five SCP positions,

to 0.4 mm with a step size of 0.1 mm. The re-
constructed images, with perfect knowledge of SCP, were com-
pared. The peak-to-valley ratio of the disc was used to evaluate
the SCP optimization.
To assess the impact of SCP calibration, studies of the phan-

toms simulated with were reconstructed with
3 system matrices. The 3 system matrices were derived with

, 0.04 mm and 0.4 mm, which correspond to
perfect calibration, currently achieved SCP accuracy, and max-
imum SCP discrepancy, respectively.

III. RESULTS

A. Optimization of SCP

Fig. 4 shows the variation of axial PSF in terms of RMSwidth
along the central axial axis. The RMSs calculated from the an-
alytically modeled and the MC simulated PSFs match in cyclic
period and phase for both (top) and 0.4 mm
(bottom). The matchings serve as a validation of the analytical
model. The discrepancy of results between the analytical mod-
eled and the MC simulation data is likely due to simplification
of the analytical model—photon penetration effect is not taken
into account. Similar discrepancy is also observed in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5 shows the dependency of average sensitivity and axial

PSF’s on SCP. This is because the gaps between pixe-
lated crystals on the system studied was negligibly small( 5%
of the crystal pitch), so SCP had little effect on the total photon
flux received by the crystals. So the average sensitivity remains
almost constant as SCP varies.
Since photon penetrations of collimator were not considered

in the analytical calculation, the integration of the corresponding
PSFs and therefore the average sensitivity calculated is smaller
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Fig. 5. Average sensitivity (top) and (bottom) as a function of SCP from
analytically calculated and Monte Carlo simulated axial PSFs.

than its counterpart from MC simulation, as shown in Fig. 5
(top). Also, the slat-edge penetration spreads PSFs wider as
shown in Fig. 5 (bottom).
The analytically calculated resolution in terms of RMS width

and average RMS width shows varied degrees of agreement
with the corresponding MC simulation results, as shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The changes in the range of 0.90 mm
to 1.05 mm for analytically modeled PSFs and 0.75 mm to
0.95 mm for MC simulation, i.e., about 17% variation as SCP
changes. is at its minimum value when
and at its maximum when . That is, if the slat is
aligned to the crystal edge in axial direction ,
optimal axial resolution is obtained.

B. SVD Analysis of the Calibration Method

The minimal singular value for the numerical simulations of
the 120 parameter sets was . All the singular
values were always non-zero. This means that the proposed cal-
ibration method has a unique solution. Table III shows the sin-
gular values and right singular vectors calculated from the nu-
merically simulated projections of one parameter set. The stan-
dard deviation of SCP is 0.0006 mm.

C. SCP Calibration With MC Simulated Data

The 162 parameter sets used in Monte Carlo simulation for
calibration test consisted of 81 sets with and 81
sets with . For the tests with ,
the estimated SCP varied from 0.03 to 0.03 mm with mean
and standard deviation values of 0.00 0.01 mm. For the tests
with , the estimated SCP varied from 0.37 to
0.43 mm with mean and standard deviation values of 0.40
0.01 mm. The error of the SCP calibration was less than 0.04
mm, which was expected to be adequate for a SPECT system
with 1 mm axial image resolution. It must be noted that the

TABLE III
THE SINGULAR VECTORS (V1, , V3) (ROW 2 TO 4) AND SINGULAR VALUES
(LAST ROW) FOR THE CALIBRATION WITH 1 POINT SOURCE, 1 SLIT AND 32

PROJECTIONS. COLUMN 1 SHOWS THE NAME OF EACH PARAMETER, AND THE
LAST COLUMN IS THE CORRESPONDING STD. THE KNOWN PARAMETER SET

WAS

variance of other parameters in Table II was not considered in
the SVD analysis results (Table III), and this may have caused
the standard deviation difference of SCP between the SVD anal-
ysis and Monte Carlo simulation.

D. SCP Impacts on Phantom Images

Fig. 6 shows the coronal sectional view of a series of digital
phantoms (left column), and the corresponding reconstructed
images with optimal SCP (0.0 mm, middle column) and least
optimal SCP (0.4 mm, right column)setup. For each system
setup with a given SCP, the corresponding system matrix was
derived with the same SCP value. From top row to bottom row,
the disk thickness of the corresponding phantom (see also the
illustration in Fig. 3) is 1.6 mm, 1.4 mm, 1.2 mm and 1.0 mm,
respectively. Fig. 7 shows the phantom images’ section profiles
from the location indicated by the lines overlaid on the images
in Fig. 6. Fig. 8 shows the peak-to-valley ratio of the center disk
at from phantom images with and
different SCP values. Both the images and profiles show that a
visible separation of the hot disc with 1.0 mm thickness can be
achieved with either the optimized or the non-optimized SCP
setup. But it can be seen in Figs. 7 and 8 that the optimal SCP
achieves better image quality in the axial direction, as indicated
by the higher peak-to-valley ratio. This is especially clear for
the phantom images with larger disk size, e.g., for the phantom
with (1st row), the peak-to-valley ratio degrades
from 25 to 2 for the optimal SCP (0.0 mm) and least optimal
SCP (0.4 mm), respectively.
The SCP optimization, however, shows less improvement on

image quality as the disk size decreases. For disk ,
the optimal SCP (0.0 mm) doesn’t have significant effect on
image quality. The smaller disk size is close to the system reso-
lution limit, and the SCP impact on image quality was concealed
by the effect of system’s finite resolution.
Fig. 9 shows the effect of SCP calibration accuracy. The

coronal views of a series of the simulated axial resolution
phantoms reconstructed with system matrices derived from
matching and mismatching SCP values are compared. The
system setup used the optimal SCP (0.0 mm). From left to
right, the 1st column presents the original digital phantoms.
The 2nd column shows the reconstructed images using the
system matrix derived with the perfectly calibrated SCP (0.0
mm). Respectively, the system matrices used for reconstructing
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Fig. 6. Effect of SCP optimization: From top to bottom, the rows correspond to the coronal sectional views of axial phantoms with , 1. 4 mm,
1.2 mm and 1.0 mm, respectively. From left to right, the columns corresponds to the original digital phantom (left), the images with optimal
(middle), and the images with least optimal (right).

Fig. 7. The sectional profiles obtained from the coronal sectional views of the phantoms , 1. 4 mm, 1.2 mm, and 1.0 mm in Fig. 6. The profile
locations are indicated by the lines overlaid on the images in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8. Peak-to-valley ratio of the center disk at from the phantom with
and different SCP values.

the images in the 3rd and 4th columns were derived with
, which was the maximum error of SCP calibration,

and , which was the maximum error without
SCP calibration. The images show that a clear separation of
the hot disc with 1.0 mm thickness could be achieved by using
the perfect calibration (bottom row, 2nd column) and the cur-
rently achieved SCP calibration error (0.04 mm, bottom row,
3rd column). When the SCP with the maximum error (0.4 mm)
was used, only the phantom with hot disc thickness of 1.6 mm
was reconstructed properly, i.e. with the correct number of discs
and the disc pattern was distinguishable. For all the 4 phantoms
with different disk thickness , the reconstruction images with
the 0.04 mm SCP calibration error are visually identical to that
obtained with the perfect calibration. So the calibration accu-
racy is enough for the current slit-slat SPECT system to achieve
a 1 mm image resolution in axial direction.
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Fig. 9. Effect of SCP calibration error: From left to right, the columns correspond to the original digital phantom image (left) and the coronal sectional view
of phantom images reconstructed with system matrices with perfect calibration, i.e. (2nd column), with currently achieved SCP accuracy, i.e.

(3rd column), and with maximal SCP discrepancy, i.e. (last column), respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. The Dependency of SCP Optimization on Other
Geometrical Parameters

For the specific configuration of crystal size, slat thickness,
gap between slats, and uniformly distributed crystals and slats,
the SCP optimization study concluded that the central line of slat
should be aligned to the crystal edge in axial direction to obtain
the highest average axial resolution. However, any change to
any of these factors will modify the pathways for the emitted
photons to reach the crystals, and therefore change the mag-
nitude and the distribution of the axial PSFs. As a result, the
optimal SCP value will be different for achieving the highest
axial resolution. Further, if the detector crystals are arranged
non-uniformly in axial direction or the gaps between crystals
are not neglectable, e.g., the LabPET-8 [23] consist of 32 crystal
rings with alternating gaps 0.0 and 0.8 mm in axial direction,
the choice of SCP will also impact sensitivity. So the optimiza-
tion of SCP needs to take both resolution and sensitivity into
account. The proposed approach can be easily extended to these
different scenarios by adjusting the slat and scanner parame-
ters in (1)–(5). It is especially useful for designing a system to
achieve optimal system performance.

B. What if the Crystal Pitch or Slat Pitch Changes?

If crystal pitch or slat pitch or both are considered to be a
variable, the proposed PSF model should be used to analyze the
combined effect of SCP and crystal pitch. From what we have
learned in this work, the classic resolution model proposed by
Anger [17] for parallel hole collimator and Anger camera may
not apply, due to the effect introduced by SCP. It is unclear,
though, how different the result will be as compared to that of
the classic model. This could be a direction for future studies.

C. The Effect of Background Activity on Reconstructed Images

In Figs. 6 and 7, the discs at the center of phantom images are
significantly different from the discs at the ends. This can be ex-
plained by the dependency of convergence speed on background

activity in OSEM reconstruction [24]. For any target area, its
surrounding activity distribution is considered as background
activity. So the activity in the adjacent hot discs of a disc is back-
ground which affects the reconstruction convergence speed of
the disc. For the phantoms and with
optimal SCP in Figs. 6 and 7, the discs in the center region were
with background activity from two sides, and the discs at the
ends were with background activity only from one side. That is,
the background of the discs at the ends was lower than the discs
at the center. Therefore, the discs at the ends were recovered
faster than the center discs with the same iterations of OSEM
reconstruction. And the discs at the ends were with higher re-
covery in terms of higher peak-to-valley ratios. This explains
the difference in behavior of the discs at the center compared
to the discs at the ends. For the phantoms and

with optimal SCP, the gaps (equal to hot disc
thickness ) between the hot discs were big enough to form an
adequate “clearance”, as compared to the PSF spread, around
the discs at both center and ends of the phantom. That means the
background activity was so low that the corresponding effect on
the convergence of OSEM reconstruction could be neglected.
Therefore all the hot discs at both center and ends were with the
similar peak-to-valley ratio for phantom images
and with optimal SCP.

D. Usefulness of SCP Calibration

For a system that is already built, SCP calibration may or may
not be as useful. It depends on the approach selected to generate
the system matrix. If the MC simulation or analytical calcula-
tion path is used for systemmatrix generation, then SCP calibra-
tion will be essential. If the system matrix is to be measured by
scanning the FOV [25], SCP calibration may not be necessary.
Ultimately, measuring the point spread functions by scanning
a point source on the actual system can be the most accurate
way to obtain the system matrix. However, this approach is con-
strained by: 1) the availability of an actual system; 2)the avail-
ability of a precise point source placement mechanism; and 3)
the long scan time to acquire high-statistical data at all the grid
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points of the FOV. These constraints are prohibitive for a system
in the development stage, in which case the actual scanner is ei-
ther not existing physically or is frequently changed for perfor-
mance optimization.

E. Notable Techniques

There are three technical details used in this work that we note
here. First, we found that projection centroid is not sensitive to
SCP changes. As the PSFs contain more complete information
of projections, this work used a full-PSF based model to cal-
ibrate SCP. This is different from most of the publications on
geometrical calibration [2], [4], [26]–[30], in which the centroid
ofmeasured andmodeled projections was used in the calibration
process. Second, RMS value was used to evaluate the axial res-
olution for optimization. Given the very limited sample points
for each PSF, it is a useful evaluation index to estimate the colli-
mator resolution and investigate the dependence of the PSFs on
the system parameters. Compared to the commonly used index
FWHM for PSF evaluation, RMS value can also contain some
information outside the range of FWHM of PSFs, which may
be more useful in the design stage. Third, the geometrical PSF
derived for the slit-slat SPECT system was with pixelated de-
tectors, which is different from what was published on geomet-
rical sensitivity with continuous detectors [16], [19]. However,
the PSF model can also be extended to be used for the cases of
slit-slat or pinhole SPECT with continuous detectors. This can
be done by changing either the scanner configuration parame-
ters such as the crystal size, or the integration range of polar and
azimuthal angles.

V. CONCLUSION

We developed a method to optimize and calibrate the slat-to-
crystal position (SCP) in axial direction for a SPECT system
with slit-slat collimator and pixelated crystals. As FWHM was
not suitable for describing the spread of the PSFs with very lim-
ited sampling points, was used as the evaluation index
for the width of axial PSFs. SCP optimization was achieved by
finding the SCP that provides the minimal without loss of
sensitivity. SCP calibration was based on the least-square-error
method that minimizes the difference between the MC simu-
lated and analytically modeled projections. Both the optimiza-
tion and calibration techniques were evaluated with MC simu-
lated data.
We showed that the was 15% better for the optimal

SCP as compared to that with the least-optimal SCP, and system
sensitivity was not affected by SCP. The SCP error achieved
by the proposed calibration method was less than 0.04 mm.
The reconstructed images of MC simulated phantoms showed
expected resolution and were artifact free with the calibrated
value. We conclude that the proposed optimization and calibra-
tion method is effective for the slit-slat collimator based SPECT
systems.
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